
LEADERSHIP IN THE ROYAL NAVY

Britain's Royal Navy is a disciplined command-and-control organization that moves across million square miles of the
world's oceans. Although few.

Is the example of the Royal Navy a useful one to apply to non-military environments? They depend on shared
culture, goals, and methods; which is precisely what makes the Royal Navy so good at getting things done.
Shipshape and Bristol fashion: The navy's soft skills are key to their operations, says Andrew St George Story
highlights Royal Navy runs on soft skills more than shouted orders Soft skills are easy to understand but hard
to learn Half of Royal Navy may be working in an office at any one time Leaders and managers could learn
much from navy's way of operating "The name's Bond, Commander Bond. And it's in the latter where leaders
fail. This has multiple benefits: Institutional memory is better preserved. Doing the right thing means three
things: looking after your shareholders, looking after your customers, and looking after your people. There are
currently no upcoming events. These will take place between January and February  If businesses can get this
right, like the Royal Navy, it will be revolutionary. To apply for the ULP you can be: Any age. And it has
been tested in all manner of fast, dangerous, uncertain and difficult conditions for hundreds of years. I have
just spent three years with the Royal Navy and written the "Royal Navy Way of Leadership" commissioned by
the Commander in Chief of the Royal Navy and issued to 15, personnel. Or are you happy to follow a
pessimist? The events will get you thinking about leadership and management, with theoretical and practical
exercises that will help you develop your own leadership style. Take cheerfulness. Free registration may be
required to read the full article. He notes that the optimism starts with the captain and flows downward
through the ranks. Find out what's happening in the world as it unfolds. There will also be an opportunity to
chat with two Engineering Officers about their role in the Royal Navy and free food. Yet it is a formula
understood instinctively by every navy captain, every galley chef, every officer of the watch. The other event
lasts two days, in Portsmouth, and will provide a brief insight into leadership and engineering in the Royal
Navy. Andrew St George They understand the uses of commitment, loyalty, integrity, respect and cheerfulness
in ways that the commercial and public sector can only dream of. What can I expect? They tend to lack the
emotional intelligence, the subtlety of character to elicit the best from their people when times get tough. I
spent long spells at sea on all types of vessel; I followed officer training with the Surface Fleet and with the
Royal Marines. Come and join us for an evening of Royal Navy Leadership Training. The programme is made
up of two events, one of which takes place at selected UK campuses, outside of lectured timetables.
Conversely, high-performing teams tend to have high levels of employee engagement and satisfaction. The
evidence is not hard to spot: Happy ships fulfill their roles more effectively than gloomy ships. All contain
managers, whose job it is to do things right, and leaders, whose job it is to do the right thing. Second, figure
out your ethos or culture -- "It's the way we do things around here. A Mercer survey in the U. Shackleton
never lost a man in the Antarctic, despite being marooned there in , because he understood his people, got
them to make sacrifices for the common good, and earned their love and respect. The simplicity is compelling
because it works. These are not matters for management but for leadership. Sir Edmund Hillary, the first man
up Everest, used to say that if you were in real trouble in a difficult place you needed an explorer called Ernest
Shackleton, because he understood his people, knew how hard it was to lead well, and was prepared to do the
right thing. Your people will achieve more with fewer resources. Here's the surprising thing: the Royal Navy
runs on "soft skills" and never on shouted orders. The love and respect found in Shackleton's crew really count
commercially. England expects that every man and woman will have a good story to tell! Produce a workplace
with the soft skills, and your people will flourish. These are the qualities of character and culture that are
remarkably resilient and, most importantly, instilled in all Royal Navy personnel. Do you work for someone
cheerful? Happy with what you are being told to do, or with what you are asking your people to do? The
author of this article, Andrew St.


